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CHARACTERISTICS OF A. CONTROLLED QUALITY

ı. What is the Problem oj Control?

What is the problem of control of quality of manufaetured
produet? To answer this question, let us put ourselves in
the positiorı of a manufacturer turning out millions of the
same kind of thing every :;ear. Whether it be lead peneils,
ehewing gum, bars of soap, telephones, or automobiles, the
problem is mueh the same. He sets up a standard for the
quality of a given kind of produet. He then tries to make
all pieces of product can form wi th this standard. Here his
troubles begin. For him standard quality is a bull's-eye, but
like a marksman shooting at a bull's-eye, he of ten misses. As
is the case in everything we do, unknown or chanee eauses
exert their influence. The problem then is: how much may
the quality of a produet vary and yet be controlled? In other
words, how much variatiorı should we leave to chance?

To make a thing the way we want to make it is one popular
conception of eon tro!' We ha ve been trying to do this for
a good many years and we see the fruitiorı of this effort in the
marvelous industrial development around us. We are sold
on the idea of applying scientific principles, However, a
change is coming about in the principles themselves and this
change gives us a new concept of control.

A few years ago we were inc!ined to look forward to the
time when a manufacturer would be able to do just what he
wanted to do. We shared the enthusiasm of Pope when he
said ".-\11 chance is bu t directian thou canst not see", and
we looked forward to the time when we would see that direction.
In other words, emphasis was laid on the exactness of physieal
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4 ECONOMIC CONTROL OF QUALITY

laws. Today, however, the emphasis is placed elsewhere as
is indicated by the following quotation from arecent issue,
July, I927, of the journal Engineering:

Taday the mathematical physicist seems more and more inclined
to the opinion that each of the so-called laws of nature is essential1y
statistical, and that all our equations and theories can do, is to
provide us with a series of orbits of varying probabilities.

The breakdown of the orthodox scientific theory which
formed the basis of applied science in the past necessitates
the introduction of certain new eoneepts İnto industrial
development. Along with this change must come a revision
in our ideas of such things as a controlled produet, an econ-
omic standard of quality, and the method of detecting lack
of control or those variations whieh should not be left to
chance.

Realizing, therı, the statistical nature of modern science,
it is but logical for the manufaeturer to turn his attention
to the consideration of available ways and means of handling
statistical problems. The necessity for doing this is pointed
out in the recent book 1 on the application of statistics in
mass production, by Becker, Plaut, and Runge. They say:

It is therefore important to every technician who is dealing with
problems of manufacturing control to know the laws of statistics
and to be able to apply them correcrly to his problems.

Another German writer, K. H. Daeves, in writirıg on somewhat
the same subject says:

Statistical research is a logical method for the control of opera-
tİons, for the research engineer, the plant superintendent, and the
produetion executive.f

The problem of control viewed from this angle is a eompar-
atively newone. In fact, very Iittle has been written on
the subject. Progress in modifying our concept of control
has been and will be comparatively slow. In the first plaee,

1 dnwmdungm d" Maihemasischen Statistilc auf Probleme der MasımfaDrilcation,
Julius Springer, Berlin, 1927.

ı "The Utilization of Statistics," Tes/ing, March, 1924.
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it requires the application of certain modern physical concepts;
and in the second place, it requires the applicatiorı of statistical
methods which up to the present time have been for the most
part left undisturbed in the journals in which they appeared.
This situation İs adrnirabl y summed up in the January, 1926
issue of N ature as folIows:

A large amount of work has been done in developing statistical
methods on the scientific side, and it is natural for anyone interested
in science to hope that all this work may be utilized in commerce
and industry. There are signs that such a movement has started,
and it would be unfortunate indeed if those responsible in practical
affairs fail to take advantage of the improved statistical machinery
nowavailable.

2. Nature oj Control

Let us consider a very simple example of our inability
to do exactly what we want to do arıd thereby illustrate two
characteristics of a controlled produet.

Write the letter a on a pieee of paper. Now make another a
just like the first one; then arıother and another until you
have a series of a's, a, a, a, a, . . .. You try to make all the
a's alike but you dorı't ; you can 'r. You are willingto accept
this as an empirically established fact. But what of it? Let
us see just what this means in respeet to control. Why can
we not do a simple thing !ike making all the a's just alike?
Your answer leads to a generalization which all of us are
perhaps willing to accept. It is that there are many causes of
variability among the a's: the paper was not smooth, the
lead in the pencil was not uniform, and the unavoidable vari-
ability in your external surroundings reacted upon you to
introduce variatiorıs in the a's, But are these the only causes
of variability in the a's? Probably not.

We accept our human limirations and say that likely
there are many other factors. if we could but name all the
reasons why we cannot make the a'e alike, we would most
assuredly have a better underst:ınding of a eertain part of
nature than we now have. Of eourse, this eonception of what
it means to be able to do what we want to do is not new; it
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does not belong exclusively to any one field of human thought;
it is commonly accepted.

The point to be made in this simple illustration is that
we are limited in doing what we want to do; that to do what
we set out to do, everı in so simple a thing as making a's that
are alike, requires almost irıfinite knowledge compared with
that which we now possess. It follows, therefore, since we are
thus willing to accept as axiomatic that we cannot do what
we want to do and cannot hope to understand why we cannot,
that we must also accept as axiomatic that a controlled quality
will not be a constant quality. Instead, a controlled quality
must be a variable quality. This is the first characteristic.

But let us go back to the results of the experiment on the
a's and we shall find out something more about control. Your
a's are different from my a's; there is something about your a's
that makes them yours and something about my a's that makes
them mine. True, not all of your a's are alike. Neither are
all of my a's alike. Each group of a's varies within a certain
range and yet each group is distinguishable from the others.
This distinguishable and, as it were, constant variability
within Iimits is the second characteristic of control.----
3. Definition oj Control

For our pres en t purpose a phenomenon will be said to be
controlled when, through the use of past experience, we can prediet,
at least ıoithin Iimits, how the phenomenon may be expeeted to
vary in the juture. Here it is understood that prediction within
Iimits means that ıoe can state, at Ieast approximately, the prob-
abi/ity that the obseroed phenomenon wi/l fa/l within the giuen
limits .

l-- In this sense the time of the eclipse of the sun is a predictabıe'-
phenomenon. So alsa is the distance covered in successive
intervals of time by a freely falling body. In fact, the predictiorı
in such cases is extremely precise. It is an entire1y different
matter, however, to predict the expected length of life of an
individual at a given age; the velocity of a molecule at a given
instant of time; the breaking strength of a steel wire of known
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cross section ; or numerous other phenomena of like ch ara eter.
In fact, a prediction of the type illustrated by forecasting the
time of an eclipse of the sun is almost the exception rather
than the rule in scientific and industrial work.

In all forms of predictiorı an element of chance enters.
The specific problem which concerns us at the present moment
is the formulation of a scientific basis for prediction, taking
into account the element of chance, where, for the purpose of
our discussion, any unknoıon cause of a phenornenon will be
termed a chance cause,

•



CHAPTER II

SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR CONTROL

1. Three important Postulates
What can we say about the future behavior of a phenomenon

acting under the irıfluence of unknown or charice causes?
i doubt that, in general, we can say anything. For example,
let me ask: "What will be the price of your favorite stock
thirty years from taday?" Are you willirıg to gamble much
on your powers of prediction in such a case? Probably not.
However, if i ask: "Suppose you were to toss a penny one
hundred times, thirty years from today, what proportion of
heads would you expect to find?", your willingness to ganıble
on your powers of prediction would be of an entirely different
order than in the previous case.

The recognized difference between these two situations
leads us to make the following simple postulates

Postuiate ı-dIl ehanee systems of causes are not alike
in the sense that they enable us to predict the future in terms
of the past.

Hence, if we are to be able to predict the quaIity of proauct
even within limits, we must find same criteriorı to apply to
observed variability in quality to determine whether or not
the cause system producing it is such as to make future pre-
dictions possible.

Perhaps the natural course to follow is to glean what we
can about the workings of unknown chance causes which are
generally acknowledged to be controlled in the sense that they
permit of prediction withirı limits. Perhaps no better examples
could be considered than length of human life and molecular
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SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR CONTROL

motion. It might appear that nothing is more uncertain than
life itself, unless perhaps it be molecular motion. Yet there
is something certain about these uncertainties. In the laws of
mortality and distribution of molecular displacement, we find
same of the essential characteristics of control within limits .

. Law of Mortality
The date of death always has seemed to be fixed by chance

even though great human effort has been expended in trying
to rob chance of this prerogative. We come into this world
and from that very instan t on are surrounded by causes of

45 so
AGE iN YEARS

Fıc. ı.-LAw OF MORTALITy-LAW OF FLl;CTCATIONS CONTROLLED WITHIN LIMITS.

death seeking our life. Who knows whether or not death will
overtake us within the next year? if it does, what will be the
cause? These questions we cannot answer. Same of us are
to fall at one time from one cause, others at anather time
from anather cause. In this fight for life we see then the
elemen t of uncertain ty and the in terpla y of numerous unknown
or chance causes.

However, when we study the effect of these chance causes
in producing deaths in large groups of individuals, we find some
indication of a controlled condition. We find that this hidden
host of causes produce deaths at an average rate which do es

9



LA ECONOMIC CONTROL OF QUALITY

not differ much over long periods of time. From such obser-
vations we are led to believe that, as we approach the condition
of homogeneity of populatian and surroundings, we approach
what is customarily termed a "Law of Mortality " sueh as
indicated schernatically in Fig. i. In other words, we believe
that in the limiting case of homogeneity the causes of death
funetion so as to make the probability of dying within given
age limits, such as forty-five to fifty, constant. That is, we
believe these causes are can trolled. In other words, we assume
the existence of a kind of statistical equilibrium among the
effects of an un known system of chanee causes expressible in
the assumption that the probability of dying within a given
age limit, under the assumed conditions, is an objective and
constan t reality.

B. Molecular Motion

Just about a century ago, in 1827 to be exact, an English
botanist, Brown, saw something through his microscope that
caught his interest. It was motiorı going on among the sus-
pended partides almost as though they were alive. In a way it
resembled the dance of dust partides in sunlight, so familiar
to us, but this dance differed from that of the dust partides
in important respects,-for example, adjaeent partides seen
under the microscope did not necessarily move in even approx-
imately the same directiorı, as do adjacent dust partides sus-
pended in the air.

Watch such rnotion for several minutes. So long as the
temperature remains constant, there is no change. Wateh it
for hours, the motiorı remains characteristical1y the same.
Watch it for days, we see no difference. Even partides sus-
pended in liquids endosed in quartz crystals for thousands of
years show exactly the same kind of motiorı. Therefore, to
the best of our knowledge there is remarkable permanence to
this motiorı. its characteristics remain constant. Here we
certainly find a remarkable degree of constancy exhibited by a
chance system of causes.

Suppose we follow the motion of one partide to get a better
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picture of this constancy. This has been done for us by
several irıvestigators, notably Perrin. In such an experiment
he noted the position of a particle at the end of equal intervals
of time, Fig. 2. He found that the directian of this matian
abserved in one interval differed in general from that in the
next succeeding in terval; thatthe directian of the matian

FIG. 2.-:\ CLOSE-l;P OF MOLECL"L"R \IOTlON :\PPEARING AaSOLUTELY

lRREGULAR, YET CONTROLLED WITHIN LIMITS.

presents what we instirıctivelv call absolute irregularity, Let
us ask ourselves certain quesriorıs abaut this motiorı.

Suppose we fix our at ten tiorı on the particle at the poirıt d.
What made it rnove to B in the next interval af time? Of
caurse we answer by saying that a particle rnoves at a given
irısranr İn a given direcriorı, say .l B, because the resultant
force of the malecules hi tting itin a plane perpendicular ta

i i
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this directian from the side away from B İs greater than ths
on the side toward B; but at any given İnstant of time theı
is no way of telling what molecules are engaged in giying
such motion. We do not everı know how many molecu1es ar
taking part. Do what we will, so long as the temperature
kept constant, we cannot change this rnotion in a given systen
It cannot be said, for example,.when the partide is at the poin
B that during the next intervalaf time it will move to C
We can do nothing to control the rnotion in the matter of dis
placemen t or in the matter of the directian of this displacernen:

Let us consider either the x or y components of the segment
of the paths, Within recent years we find abundant evidene
indicatirıg that these displacements appear to be distribute.
about zero in accord with what is called the rıormal law.!

Such evidence as that provided by the law of mortalit
and the law of distribution of molecular displacements Ieads u
to assume that there exist in nature phenomena controlled b~
systems of chance causes such that the probability dy of th.
magnitude X of a characteristic of same such phenomenor
faIling within the interval X to X + dX is expressible as r
functionj of the quarıtity X and certain parameters representec
symboIicalIy in the equation

dy = f(X, Xı, X2, ... , Xm)dX, (2~

where the A's denote the parameters. Such a system of causes
we shall term constant because the probability dy is independent
of time. We shall take as our second postuIate:

Postuiate 2-Constant systems oj chance causes do exist
in nature,

To say that such systems of causes exist in nature, however,
ıs one thing; to say that such systems of causes exist İn a

1 That is to say, if x represents the deviation from the mean displacement, zere in
this case, the probability dy of x Iying withirı the range x to x + dx is given by

r _-.::
dy = --= ,..1dx,

,nj 2r

where ir is the root mean square deviation,

(I)
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production process İs quite anather thing. Taday we have
abundan t evidence of the existence of such systems of '~auses
in the production of telephone equipment. The practieal
situation, however, is that in the majority of cases there are
unknown causes of variability in the quality of a produet which
do not belong to a constant system. This fact was discovered
very early in the development of control methods, and. these
causes were called assignable. The question naturally arose as
to whether it was possible, in general, to find and eliminate
such causes. Less than ten years ago it seemed reasonable to
ass um e that this could be done. Taday we have abundant
evidence to justify this assumption. We sh all, therefore,
adopt as our third postuIate:

Postulate J-Assignable causes oj oariation may be
jound and eliminated.

Hence, to secure control, the manufacturer must seek to
find and eliminare assignable causes. In practice, however,
he has the difficulty of judging from an observed set of data
whether or not assignable causes are present. A simple illus-
tration will make this point elear.

2. When do Flucıuaıions indicate Trouole?

In many instances the quality of the produet is measured
by the fraction norı-corıforming to engineering speeifieations
or, as we say, the fraction defective. Table i gives for a
period of twelve months the observed fiuctuations in this
fraction for two kinds of product designated here as Type A
and Type B. For each month we have the sample size n,

the number defective nı and the fraction p = nı. We can
n

better visualize the extent of these fluctuations in fraction
defective by plotting the data as in Fig. 3-a and Fig. 3-b.

What we need is same yardstick to detect in such variations
an y evidence of the presence of assignable causes. Can we
find such a yardstick? Experience of the kind soan to be corı-
sidered indicates that we can. It leads us to conelude that
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it is feasible to establish eri teria useful in detecting the presence
of assignable causes of variatiorı or, in other words, criteria
which when applied to a set of observed values will indicate
whether or not it is reasonable to believe that the causes of
variability should be left to chance. Such crİteria are basic
to any method of securing can trol within limits. Let us, there-
fare, consider them critically. It is too much to expect that
the criteria will be infalIible. We are amply rewarded if they
appear to work İn the majority of cases.

Generally speaking, the eri teria are of the nature of lirnits
derived from past experience showing within what ran ge
the fluctuat10ns in qualirv should remain, if theyare to be
left to chance. For example, when such limits are placed on
the fluctuations in the qualiries shown in Fig. J, we find, as
shown in Fig. 4, that in one case two poirıts fall outside the
limits and in the other case no point falls outside the Iimits.

TABLE ı.-FLUCTUATIONS iN QL'ALlTY OF Two i\UNUFACTUREO PROOUCTS

Appararus Type :\ Appararus Type B

ı iFractıon ' Fractiorı
Number Number Defeeriyel Number Number Defecrive

Month Inspected Defecti Ye n i :--Ionth Inspected Defecrive nı
n nı p= - n nı p=-

n ı n

i
Jan. 527 4 o 0076

i
Jan. 169 i 0.0059

Feb .... 610 5 o 0082 i Feb. 99 3 0·°3°3
March .. 428 5 o OL 17 March ::08 i 0.0048
Apri!.. +00 :: 000(0 , Apri!. 196 i 0.0051
Mav. +98 15 o 03°~ i :--Iay 132 i ° 0076
June. i 500' 3 ° 0060 June 89 i 0.0112
July. i 395 3 o =7b J ulv 167 i . 0.0060
Aug :1 393 2 o OOCT -\ug. 200 i 0.005°
Sept. .. . 625 3 0.0048 Sept ... 171 2 ° 0117
Ocr. 465 13 0.0:80 Ocr . 112 i 0.0082
Nov . 446 5 o OL i ~ "OY ~°7 3 0.0280
Dec .. 510 3 0.00(9 ı Der. .1 132 i 0.0076

Average i 483.08 5 25 ° °~°9 ı Average 14933 1.421 0.0095
i i ı
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Upon the basİs of the use of such limits, we look for trouble
in the form of assigrıable causes in one case but not in the other.
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However, the question remaİns: Should we expect to be able
to find and eIiminate causes of variability only when deviations
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fall outside the limits? First, let us see what statistical theory
has to say in answer to this question.

Upon the ·basis of Postuiate 3, it follows that we can find
and remove causes. of variability until ..the remaİning system
of canses İs"'c~n~t~~t~r '~ntil we reach that state where the
probability that the deviatiorıs in quality remain wİthin any
two fixed limits (Fig. 5) is constant. However, this assumptİon
alone does not tell us that there are certain limits withirı which
all observed values of quality should rernain provided the
causes cannot be found and eliminated. In fact, as long as

x
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...J --------- _

~ .
o • • •• • •• • •• ·SHOULDONLY SUCH V,RIATIONS oE. LEFT. TO .CHANCE

• • • ••• • ••
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FIG. S.-JUDGMENT PLUS MODERN STATISTICAL MACHJNERY MAKES POSSJBLE THE

ESTABWSHMENT OF SUCH LaıITS

the limİts are set so that the probability of falling within the
lirnits İs less than unİty, we may always expect a certaİn
percentage of observatiorıs to fall outside the limits even though
the system of causes be constant. In other words, the accept-
ance of this assumptİon gives us a right to believe that there is
an objective state of control within limits but İn itself it does
not furnİsh a practical crİterion for determining when variations
İn quality, such as those indicated İn Fig. 3, should be left
to chance.

Furthermore, we may say that rnathematical statistics as
such does not give us the desired criteriorı, What does this
situatiorı mean İn pIain everyday engineering English? SimpIy
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this: such criteria, if they exist, cannot be shown to exist by
any theorizing alone, no matter how well equipped the theorist
is in respect to probability or statistical theory. We see in
this situation the long recognized dividing line between theory
and practice. The available statistical machinery referred tc
by the magazine Nature is, as we might expect, not an end
in itself but merely a means to an end .. In other words, the
fact that the criterion which we happen to use has a fine
ancestry of highbrow statistical theorems doesnot justify its
use. Such justificatiorı must come frorrrempirical evidence
that it works. As the practical engineer might say, the proof
of the pudding is in the eating. Let us therefore look for the
proof.

3. Eoidence that Criteria Exist for Detecting Assignable Causes
d. Fig. 6 shows the resul ts of one of the first large scale

experiments to determine whether or not indications given by
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FIG. 6.-EVIDENCE OF IMPROVEMENT iN QUALITY WITH ApPIlOACH TO CONTROL.

such a criteriorı applied to quality measured in terms of fractiorı
defective were justified by experience. About thirty typical
iterns used in the telephone plant and producedin lots running
into the millions per year were made the basis for this study.
As shown in this figure, during I923-24 these iterns showed
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68 per cent control about a relatively lawaverage of 1.4 per
cent defective.' However, as the assignable causes, indicated
by deviations in the observed monthly fraction defective
falIing outside of contrallimits, were found and eliminated, the
quality of product approached the state of control as indicated
by an increase of from 68 per cent to 84 per cent control
by the latter part of 1926. At the same time the quality
improved; in 1923-'24 the average per cent defective was 1.4
per cent, whereas by I926 this had been reduced to 0.8 per cent.
Here we get same typical evidence that, in general, as the
assignable causes are removed, the variations tend to fall more
nearIy within the limi ts as indicated by an increase from
68 per cen t to 84 per cen t. Such evidence is, of course, one
sided. It shows that when points fall outside the limits,
experience indicates that we can find assignable causes, but
it does not indicate that when poirıts fall within such lirnits,
we cannot find causes of variability. However, this kind of
evidence is provided by the following two typical illustrations.

B. In the production of a certain kind of equipment,
considerable cost was in vol ved in securing the necessary
electrical insulation by means of materials previously used for
that purpose. Aresearch program was started to secure a
cheaper material. Af ter a long series of preliminary exper-
iments, a tentatiye substitute was chosen and an extensive
series of tests of insulation resistance were made on this
material, care being taken to eliminate all known causes of
variability. Table '2 gives the results of 204 observations of
resistance in megohms taken on as many samples of the
proposed substitute material. Reading from top to bottom
beginning at the left column and continuing throughout the
table gives the order in which the observations were made.
The questiorı is: "Should such variations be left to chance?"

No apriori reason exİsted for believing that the rneasure-
men ts forming one portian of this series should be differen t
from those in any other portion. In other words, there was

ıJones, R. L., "Qualiry of Telephone Marerials," Beli Telephone 2!.uarterJy, June,
1927. -

r
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no rational basis for dividirıg the total set of data into groups
of a giverı number of observations except that it was reasonable
to believe that the system of causes might have changed from
day to day as a result of changes in such things as atmospheric
conditions, observers, and materials. In general, if such
changes are to take place, we may readily detect their eifect
if we divide the total number of observatİons into compar
atively sman subgroups. In this particular instance, the
size of the subgroup was taken as four and the black dots in
Fig. 7-a show the successive averages of four observatİons in
the order in which they were taken. The dotted lines are the

TABLE 2.-ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF INSULATION IN MEGOHMS-

SHOULD SUCH VARIATIONS BE LEFT TO CHANCE!

5,°45 4,635 4,700 4,65° +,64° 3,94° +,57° 4,560 4.45° 4,500 5,°75 4,5°0
403so 5,100 4,600 4,17° 4,335 3,7°0 4,57° 3,075 ·h45° 4,77° 4,925 4,85°
4,35° 5,·<5° +,110 4,255 5,000 3,650 4,855 2,965 4,85° 5,150 5,°75 4,93°
3,975 4,635 4,..10 4,17° 4,615 4,445 4,160 4,080 4.45° 4,85° 4,925 4,7°0
4,2go 4,720 4,180 4,375 4,215 4,000 4,325 4,080 3,635 4,700 5,25° 4,8go
4.43° 4,810 4,7go 4,175 4,275 4,845 4,125 4.425 3,635 5,000 4,915 4,625
4.485 4,565 4,7go 4,55° 4,275 5,000 4,100 4,3°0 3,635 5,000 5,600 4,425
4,285 4.410 4,34° 4.45° 5,000 4,560 4,34° 4.43° 3,900 5,000 5,075 4,135
3,980 4,065 4,895 2,855 4,615 4,700 4,575 4,84° 4,340 4,700 4045° 4,lgo
3,925 4,565 5,759 2,920 4,735 4,310 3,875 4,840 4,]4° 4.5°0 4.215 4,080
3,645 5,lgo 4,74° 4,375 4,215 4,310 4,°5° 403~0 3,665 4.840 4,325 3,6g0
3,760 4,725 5,000 4,375 4,7°0 5,000 4,°5° 4,185 3,775 5,075 4,665 5,°5°
3,]00 4,640 4,895 4,355 4,7°0 4,575 4,685 4,57° 5,000 5,000 4,615 4,625
3,685 4,64° 4,255 4,ogo 4,7°0 4,7°0 4,685 4,7°0 4,85° 4.no 4,615 5,15°
3.463 4,895 4,17° 5,000 4,7°0 4.43° 4.43° 4,440 4,775 4,570 4,5°0 5,25°
5,200 4,7go 3,85° 4,335 4,095 4,85° 4,3°0 4,85° 4,5°0 4,925 4,765 5,000
5,100 4,845 4,445 5,000 4,095 4,85° 4,6go 4,125 4,no 4,775 4,5°0 5,000

limits within which experience has shown that these observa-
tİons should fall, taking in to accoun t the size of the sam ple,
provided the variability should be left to chance. Several
of the .observed values lie outside these limits. This was
taken as an indication of the existence of causes of variabi1ity
which could be found and eliminated.

Further research was instituted at this point to find these
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causes of variability. Several were found, and af ter these
had been eliminated anather series of observed values gaye the
results indicated in Fig. 7-b. Here we see that all of the
points lie within the limits. We assumed, therefore, upon the
basis of this test, that it was not feasible for research to go
mueh further in eliminating causes of variability. Beeause of
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FIG. 7.-SHOULD TlhSE VAR1ATIONS BE L.EFT TO CHANCE?

the importanee of thıs particuıar experiment, however, con-
siderably more work was done, but it failed to reve al causes of
variability. Here therı is a typical case where the criterion
indicates when variability should be left to ehanee.

C. Suppose now that we take another illustration where
it is reasonable to believe that almost everything humanly
possible has been done to remove the assignable eauses of
variatiorrin a set of data. Perhaps the outstanding series of
observations of this type is that given by Millikan in his
famous measurement of the charge on an eleetron. Treating
his data in a manner similar to that indieated above, we get
the results shown in Fig. 8. All of the points are within the
dotted limits. Henee the indicatiorı of the test is eonsistent
with the aeeepted conclusiorı that those faetors whieh need not

21
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be Ieft to chance had been eliminated before this particular
set of data were taken.

4. Rôle Played by Statistical Theory
It may appear thus far that mathernatical statistics plays

a relatively minor rôle in laying abasis for economic control of
qualiry, Such, however, is not the case. In fact, a central
concept in engineering work today is that almost every physical
property is a statistical distribution. In other words, an observed
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WOIlKt "YES."

set of data constitutes a sample of the effects of unknown
chance causes. It is at once apparent, therefore, that sampling
theory should prove a valuable tool in testing engineering
hypotheses. Here it is that much of the most recent rnath-
ematical theory becomes of value, particularly in analysis
involving the use of comparatively smaIl numbers of observa-
tions.

Let us consider, for example, same property such as the
tensile strength of a materİal. if our previous assumptions
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are justified, it follows that, after we have done everything
we._~n to eli~il'!~tea:ssign_able causes o( variatiorı, there wilI
still remain a certain amount of variability exhibiting the
state of control. Let us corısider jiii ·extensİve seriesat data
re~entıyp~bli-sh~d by a member of the Forest Products Lab.
oratories.! Fig. 9. Here we have the results of tests for modulus
of rupture on 1,304 small test specirnerıs of Sitka spruce, the
kind of material used extensively in aeroplane propellers
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FIG. 9·-VARlABILITY IN MODULUS OF RUPTURE OF CLEAR SPECIMENS OF GREEN

SITKA SPRUCE TYPICAL OF THE STATISTICAL NATURE OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

during the War. The wide variability is eertainly striking.
The curve is an approximation to the distribution funetion for
this particular property representing what is at least approxi-
mately a state of control. The importanee of going from the
sample to the smooth distribution is at once apparent and İn
this ease a comparatively smalI amount of refinement in
statistİcal maehinery is required.

ıNewlin, J. A., Proceedings of tlı~ rimerican Sodety of Ci()i/ Engineers, Septeraber
1926, pp. 1436-1443.
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Suppose, however, that instead of more than a thousand
measurements we had only a very small number, as is so often
the case in engineering work. Our estimation of the variability
of the distribution function representing the state of control
upon the basis of the information given by the sarnple would
necessarily be quite different from that ordinariIy used by
engineers, see Fig. ro. This is true even though to begin with
we make the same kind of assumptiorı as engineers have been
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Fıo, IO.-CORRECTION FACTORS MADE POSSIBlE BY MODERN STATISTICAL THEORY
ARE OFTEN LARGE-TYPICAL ILLUSTRATION.

accustomed to make in the past. This we may take as a
typical example of the fact that the produetion engineer
finds it to his advantage to keep abreast of the developments
in statistical theory. Here we use new in the sense that mueh
of the modern statistieal theory is new to most engineers.

5. Conclusion

. Based .upon evidenee sueh as already presented, it appears
feasible to set up criteria by which to determine when assignable
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eauses of variation in quality have been eliminated so that the
produet may then be eonsidered to be eontrolled within limits.
This state of control appears to be, in general, a kind of lirnit
to which we may expeet to go economicalIy in finding and
removing causes of variability without changing a rnajor
portion of the manufacturing process as, for example, would
be involved in the substi tution of new materials or designs.

"


